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Abstract 
Doctoral studies can be envisioned as a journey to prepare novice researchers or expert practitioners 
to produce an original contribution to a field or engage in disciplinary stewardship. The focus is often 
upon the individual’s individuality in production, and not about challenges or supports encountered 
along the way that lead to those achievements. Many postgraduates struggle in achieving these 
contributions, and while sometimes they are rather public in nature, quite often they involve private 
battles that are confronted and won, or lost, in solitude. However, stewardship and originality do not 
necessitate isolation, and in the same way that ideas commonly generate in reaction and relation to 
other ideas, so too does the role of support structures within doctoral studies when they are most 
needed. While other people in the lives of the doctoral learner—supervisors, friends, family—are 
readily recognized as the support network, less is known about the network of things, especially the 
influential role that theory plays, in the lives of postgraduates. It is this very theory that has the power 
to help the learner work through the troublesome periods en route to achieving the doctorate. 

This study engaged an actor-network critique of the power of theory in the lives of doctoral students 
to explore how the notion of translation can provide insights into understanding how liminal periods, 
those challenging times where one is no longer the initiate but not yet the expert in one’s field or 
discipline, can be resolved (Kiley, 2009). Using Callon’s (1986) four-part schema of translation—
problematization, interessement, enrolment, and mobilization—the role of theory in doctoral learning 
was examined within the context of a study of 23 international and interdisciplinary doctoral learners 
to better understand how theory itself exhibited power to support the journey through troublesome 
periods when no other support was available or strong enough to suffice. The result was the 
experience of aha! moments of theoretical clarity and appreciation, with an unexpected power for 
these non-human actors to resolve the liminal periods and support postgraduates with confidence as 
they completed their journeys. 
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Introduction / Theoretical Background 
Successfully completing a doctorate is challenging work, given how a new path is navigated while generating an 
original contribution to one’s area of study or specialization. With this investment in time, energy, and 
resources, offering new insights into the postgraduate experience by “re-analysing and reflecting on research 
findings in ways that may challenge or disrupt the taken-for-granted” (McAlpine & Amundsen, 2012, p. 692) is 
a valuable endeavour, especially when seeking to envision postgraduate learning beyond competencies alone. 
“We are not only what we do, but also what we think and value” (McAlpine & Amundsen, 2012, p. 693).  
 
Notions of the postgraduate experience are further complicated in that new knowledge is often the goal of 
studies, with the result that studying the postgraduate phenomenon itself is more complicated and layered than 
readily acknowledged, with lived experiences and the quest for originality or subject expertise beyond simplistic 
disciplinary constraints avoided. In the words of theorist John Law, “simple clear descriptions don’t work if 
what they are describing is not itself very coherent” (2004, p. 2). The perceived clarity of time, resource, or 
support limitations in doctoral study at times overly simplify the real experiences of those working their ways 
along that path, especially when the stakes are so high at the original contribution, and not the struggles along 
the journey. 
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One way to disrupt this taken-for-granted notion of looking at a phenomenon too simplistically is through 
utilizing actor-network theory. Actor-network theory is a set of “tools, sensibilities, and methods of analysis that 
treat everything in the social and natural worlds as a continuously generated effect of the webs of relations 
within which they are located” (Law, 2008, p. 141). This implies that actor-network theory, also known as ANT, 
brings a networked view toward study, one where layers of interrelated networks of connections overlap to posit 
what we frequently perceive a single, though complex, visage of reality. Regardless of whether the factors 
involved are people or things, they are joined together in constantly dynamic layers of networked relationships. 
“An ANT approach notices how things are invited or excluded, how some linkages work and others don’t, and 
how connections are bolstered to make themselves stable and durable by linking to other networks and things” 
(Fenwick, 2010, p. 120) and can provide insights into understanding how liminal periods, those challenging 
times where one is no longer the initiate but not yet the expert in one’s field or discipline, can be resolved 
(Kiley, 2009).  
 
Issues in higher education in general, and doctoral study in particular, cannot be fully isolated and studied 
independently, as if disciplinary contexts, research designs, personal experiences, and meaning-making 
structures can be simplified and reduced into replicable events or otherwise studied without seeing the 
networked learning connections that hold them in place or bring about meaning in content and context. One 
starting place for peering into this messiness involves the liminal period that often occurs hidden within the 
doctoral journey. Liminality is the in-between point in a rite of passage where an identity shift takes place. This 
is where the person who enters the rite has started to change—a period often marked by confusion, difficulty, 
and doubt—but has not yet completed the transition to a new identity (Turner, 2011; van Gennep, 1960). En 
route to the doctorate, this has become known as doctoral liminality (Keefer, 2013; Kiley, 2009; Kiley & 
Wisker, 2009; Wisker et al., 2010). While doctoral liminality may not be universally experienced, those who do 
pass through it report profound periods of difficulty while often experiencing opportunities for potential growth, 
commonly resulting with an aha! moment after which the clarity in the conceptual processes that led to the 
initial struggles with areas such as “shifting ontological, professional and personal positions and awareness, as 
well as staged and phased intellectual and instrumental developments” (Wisker et al., 2010, p. 16) were resolved 
(Keefer, 2013).  
 
Aim & Research Questions 
Given the growth of doctorates around the globe, its internationalization, shifting knowledge expectations for 
what doctoral study should mean, and developments in the role of technology support, indications point to 
postgraduate studies becoming more complicated and demanding, rather than less so. With more learners 
pursuing doctorates, it is valuable to know how liminality is experienced and what supportive structures play a 
role in working through it. It has been suggested that supportive structures to encourage and help the 
postgraduate complete one’s doctorate—families, friends, and supervisors among them—are vital for aid while 
completing one’s studies (McAlpine & Amundsen, 2012), though actor-network theory reminds us that not all 
actants in networks are human actors, with human and non-humans performing layers of networked relations at 
any one time (Fenwick, Edwards, & Sawchuk, 2011), and it is in this specific direction this research, part of a 
larger study, will explore.  
 
Little has been reported about the network of things, especially the influential role that theory plays, in the lives 
of postgraduates. While theory itself is not consistently conceived throughout the literature (Tight, 2012; 
Trafford & Leshem, 2009), it is beyond the scope of this work to engage in its own messy inquiry (Law, 2004) 
to seek to use it beyond the scope of the research participants using it in their own, surprisingly consistent, ways. 
It is this very theory that has the power to help the learner work through the troublesome periods en route to 
achieving the doctorate. The purpose of this research is to explore the complexities encountered during doctoral 
liminality and their related aha! moments to gain new insights by applying an actor-network theory lens to those 
experiences of the power of theory in the lives of doctoral students. This will be based on Callon’s (1986) notion 
of translation. The research questions that guide this study include: 1. How do doctoral learners experience aha! 
moments at the end of their liminal periods? 2. How can theory exert power to support and move doctoral 
students through these liminal periods?  
 
Methodology & Method 
Learning takes place where the learner interacts with his or her environment, in various layered networks with 
other people, tools, technologies, and ideas. This interaction is the point of study of actor-network theory, where 
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education emerges “through enactments of various forms of association, as network effects” (Fenwick & Landri, 
2012, p. 2). In this way, ANT is a method for looking at and unpacking aspects of a phenomenon, and not a 
methodology in itself. For this purpose, a methodology was selected that would seek to gather and organize the 
data for this research upon which an actor-network critique could be used in the analysis.  
 
The formal methodology used in this qualitative design was narrative inquiry, inspired by an actor-network 
theory analysis. Narrative inquiry was selected as the data did not previously exist, instead coming about 
through the telling of the stories of the participants in this study (Riessman, 2008). As doctoral liminal 
experiences were suspected as being highly personal experiences and were not readily detailed in the literature, 
it was believed that they would only come about through in-depth interviews where participants would be 
engaged in the telling of their own stories of their troublesome periods through their doctoral journeys. “If talk is 
a way of making us legible to ourselves as well as others, telling stories about troubles is one way to come to 
terms with an altered identity” (Mewburn, 2011, p. 322).  
 
Ethical approval for the study was given, pilot interviews were done, and invitations to participate were made 
via social media and social science research distribution lists. 23 participants from five different countries, all of 
whom were current or recent postgraduates, consented and participated. They were invited to engage in 
interviews and tell their stories about their experiences without mentioning or distracting them with the 
challenging language commonly associated with ANT (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Creswell, 2013). The 
interviews covered background demographics and focused on their troublesome liminal experiences and aha! 
moments in general during the postgraduate period. The recorded interviews were transcribed and returned to 
the individual participants for member checking. They were all assigned pseudonyms to maintain their 
anonymity, with distinguishable locations, people, and programs omitted.  
 
Analysis 
Thematic coding focused on the liminal experiences and aha! moments in the collected narratives was done 
(Riessman, 2008). An actor-network theory analysis was used to better understand the interaction and effect of 
the non-human actors in the networked experiences of the participants. In this way, ANT treats “everything in 
the social and natural worlds as a continuously generated effect of the webs of relations within which they are 
located,” and it furthermore seeks to “explore and characterize the webs and the practices that carry them” (Law, 
2008, p. 141). While over 1000 individual codes were identified in the full study, only those related to the use of 
theory as actors in the liminal and aha! experiences of doctoral students were focused upon. 
 
What makes this an actor-network theory approach is the focus on the four “‘moments’ of translation” (Callon, 
1986, p. 196) in the narratives of the doctoral students, namely the primary actors who are more readily apparent 
as the focus of this study. Translation includes four parts: problematisation, the way in which actors define their 
situations and its relationships; interessement, where these actors seek to box in or solidify the roles and 
identities of other actors in relation to the initial problematisation; enrolment, where the actors define and 
interrelate the roles attributed to the other actors; and mobilisation, where the other actors are convinced to act 
out the roles assigned, or defined, for them (Horowitz, 2011). When this concept is implemented within a study 
using the notion of “the actors themselves” (Latour, 2005, p. 12), the principle actors may be considered to be 
the doctoral learners. However, the research findings did not have the people engage in using theoretical 
frameworks in their work that led to aha! moments within their liminal experiences, but rather theories instead 
impacted upon the postgraduates and led to those very moments. As Fenwick and Edwards clarify, “the focus is 
upon empirical research that meticulously tracks specific, material everyday details of a situation, site, sets of 
activities, practice, and so forth” (2010, p. 145). Theory use and mastery is integral to doctoral studies (Trafford, 
& Leshem, 2009), and as such played an important role in the experiences of the participants in this study. 
Translation in this manner can provide insights into the formation and potential reformation of meaning 
structures, in that liminal periods of confusion, isolation, and disquietude ended suddenly when some things 
theoretical had the power to effect change and support the journey when other support were lacking. It was only 
through this actor-network approach that some of the interviews made sense, as it became clear that the human 
actor was not the one who was acting, but rather the theoretical frames that attracted the participants acted in 
ways that ultimately helped them through their liminality. 
 
Presentation and Discussion 
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That theories central to the belief systems of the participants who shared their often-painful liminal experiences 
in the course of the research interviews were mentioned was an expected outcome in this study. Several of the 
participants discussed to what extent theories and theoretical frameworks central to their research and 
disciplinary foundations were present in helping them transition through their liminal periods, including the aha! 
moments that occurred when a more in-depth understanding of these theoretical constructs in their areas of 
expertise became more than an abstract disciplinary or paradigmatic notion. The words of the participants here 
speak for themselves, with analysis along the way identifying how actor-network theory aids in conceiving 
theories as actors in these doctoral learning networks.  
 
One note on this presentation: the extended interviews were long and detailed, and only contextual elements of 
the exact words of the participants are presented to provide some evidence for how theory played a role in their 
aha! experiences. Narrative inquiry often results in extensive referencing of participants, though space 
constraints here require less than optimal narrative presentation. The discussion threaded through the 
presentation is intended to fill in the gaps.  
 

I started the first course in [date]. It was a three week course introducing you to the 
communications, and kind of getting your feet wet. And I started to have major anxiety during 
that time frame. But I made it through that course and just learning how to communicate online so 
I gave it, I said well you know it’s a new environment, a new way of learning, so just kind of go 
with it.  Then I went to the residency programme which was a real defining moment. You’re 
either going to make or break yourself doing that. It wasn’t something like all of a sudden one day 
I sat down and said “Oh my god, I can’t do this,” it had been building. And then I guess when I 
was in the first real formal course where, OK the stakes are high, this is where the money is, you 
need to perform here, that all this stuff started to culminate, and I guess it was the third week into 
the first course that I said “Who’s kidding who, how can I do this?” So it was after looking at that 
first paper and I said I have no idea what this person’s asking . . . I don’t know any of this stuff. 
And it was at that point I said to myself, “You know what, that’s why I’m here.” You know 
because I was, at that point I was an expert [learner].  I really knew my craft well, I did it well.  I 
was extraordinarily well versed and had a great knowledge base in what I knew, and knew how to 
learn new things within my comfort zone, but now I was in this completely different arena and 
there was no comfort. There wasn’t even a safety net. I couldn’t even define what the safety net 
was, and I had to create that. And that was the major aha moment, that it was OK not to know, it 
was OK to feel oh my god I don’t have all the answers, because that was exactly what you need to 
feel and experience in your doctoral education. Anna Lee 

 
Anna Lee was studying toward an education doctorate (Ed.D.), and while her area of expertise was education, 
she did not initially see herself as the (expert) learner she was, having so often been in the role of the teacher or 
instructor. In ways, she forgot that she could begin something anew and know very little about it, as something 
common in the teaching / learning process. Her struggles came to an end when she reflected on the holistic 
experience of feeling less than adequate to do her studies and the foundation of education, with its teaching and 
learning process at all levels, suddenly opened to her that she could be in the role of learner again in the case of 
something new. This is fundamental to educational theory that all people can learn and nobody knows 
everything. For those in the research or practice of education, this can easily be forgotten. 
 
Cathy was also a student in a program within education, though more in the area of research-focused 
educational technology. Her areas of interest were online learning communities, and her struggles occurred a 
little later in her course of study.  
 

It is a direct result of my desperation for community that is where my interests in this came. I’m a 
very emotional person and I’m driven by my emotions quite a bit, and so a lot of work that I do is 
driven by that emotion and this is an extremely strong emotion for me so a lot of the work that I 
started doing in process and things that I started noticing came from this place, and you’re exactly 
right this is why I came to what I’m looking at which is how do communities seek each other out 
when they are looking for that kind of support and reaching out into that space and seeing what 
comes back to them and #phdchat is an excellent example of that which is why it interests me so 
much. It is like there is this universal feeling of uniqueness, it’s weird like I know that’s almost 
like an oxymoron but we all feel at some level that we’re going through this thing and it is our 
own to go through and it is unique, but then sometimes you just say, great, somebody else is going 
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through this and that makes me feel so much better. And that is definitely a huge route for where 
my research lies is how I’m coming to my research and you’re exactly right about that . . . I felt 
very lonely . . . I very much need to be connected to people and . . . [it] is my need and search for 
a community of support – oh my god, community of support, I’m going to write that down 
somewhere! Cathy 

 
Cathy realized she needed structures and people around her who would accept, encourage, and support her, 
though what she did not initially realize is that the notion of community was so important to her and did not 
initially make the connection between her own need for it and her desire to study it. Even to the edge of a 
breakdown, community acted to support her through her struggles by helping her give voice to her own 
relationship with it, something she was unable to articulate before. It was the theoretical notion of community, 
specifically between communities of practice and general online community theory that resonated in her life, 
though the gap between its study and practice was something that left Cathy struggling until it was realized. 
Cathy was an active member of numerous communities, though she did not initially recognize its importance in 
her life during her studies as a realized theory, not just one in the mind. 
 
Quinn also struggled with a theory she employed throughout her studies, though she did not recognize it to the 
end of her research involving an online anthropological ethnography study of older adults. 
 

I had a really big eureka moment, I’d been struggling with this whole idea of participant 
observation which is the foundation of anthropology, right, ethnography. And what exactly is 
participant observation. In the classroom we’re told, oh well you just go into the culture and you 
participate and you observe. Sounds easy enough, doesn’t it?  But in fact I was in there doing 
what everybody else was doing, participating, learning how to make graphics, being supported. I 
was doing everything that everybody else was doing. And I was busily making notes and screen 
grabs and I was working so hard, and I was six months in and I thought, what am I doing? I don’t 
know what I’m doing. I don’t know what I’m striving for. I completely lost the purpose, if you 
like, of participant observation, I didn’t get it . . . I stayed with it and for me the eureka moment 
was on the last day of my field work. On the last day of my field work I did a trip to visit one of 
my participants and I’d spent a few days with them and we were sitting in the sun on a bus stop 
bench, and it all came together. Fourteen months of field work suddenly, it was like a bolt of 
lightening, it all just came together for me on that last day . . . I’d been out shopping with these 
participants, they’re in their 80s. This participant in particular would say how he briskly walked 
the dog or it was a gorgeous morning so I went for a brisk walk, whatever, this is in the 
conversations we’d been having online and in emails and things like that.  But when I met, and 
this all happened on the last day, we went out shopping and I had to slow my pace down 
considerably to walk with this couple and they were very, very slow and they were very careful 
getting on the bus and very careful getting off the bus and this whole slowness thing that was 
going on, it occurred to me that my participants were old, that was the eureka moment.  Online 
they’d appeared youthful, fun, playful, quick witted, all those sorts of things.  But face to face 
they were really old, they’re in their mid 80s.  That was the big thing for me, that was when I 
realised that my participants were old. Quinn 

 
Like the classic cartoon in the early days of the internet at the early point of the internet about two dogs talking 
while online, with the caption “On the Internet, nobody knows you're a dog” (Steiner, 1993), working with 
people in an online, text-based community context allows people to develop their own visualizations for reality. 
This can sometimes be so strong that it may persist even offline after a physical meeting. That an anthropologist 
would still learn about participant observation even after engaging in it for an extended period, all while 
fundamentally questioning what was happening in the process along with its seeming contradictory nature in 
how it was operationalized, led to the theory itself needing to act on behalf of itself to reveal the discipline and 
help Quinn through her liminal space. Quinn practiced participant observation, though her ethnographic account 
of her participants was limited by her own internal blockages and initial limitations, so while she wanted to 
remain true to her anthropological background, realizing this in practice meant moving beyond her own beliefs 
that, while nevertheless were accurate from her perspective, were not as complete as they ultimately needed to 
be. That this disciplinarity imposed itself on her until she finally made sense of it resulted in her having a very 
rich study when she concluded it.  
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Unlike others who had a single liminal period that was navigated through the power of theory, Nancy had two 
such moments where theory came to her assistance. Another anthropologist, this time with two aha! moments 
along her journey.  
 

A troublesome experience that I had while working towards my doctorate was, and this was in the 
teaching part of it because I was really learning anthropological pedagogy at that point and I had 
changed my dissertation to the pedagogy of online education and anthropology.  And it was a 
student who just disagreed with every anthropological concept on the face of the earth.  And he 
would post things like, “well of course we’re biologically racist or biologically different, why do 
you think white man can’t dance, why do you think black men play basketball, why do you think 
so?”  This is just an example of the kinds of things he posted to the discussion board and this 
happened every week that he visited he posted, [what seemed] to me, very offensive types of ideas 
about ethnic groups. And my response to him eventually was, I’m removing one of your posts 
because it is offensive to the class. And I went to my adviser at the time and the chair of my 
[doctoral committee] and she said, “Oh, no, no, no—that is cultural relativity.”  And for me it was 
an aha moment—that I thought that my beliefs were superior to his beliefs, because his cultural 
background was different from mine . . . I thought – AH! – now I understand what cultural 
relativity is, and it’s I who learned it from my student! That I have to maintain a view of cultural 
relativity . . . so to me that was a huge aha learning experience of what cultural relativity really is 
and that’s a core concept in anthropology. Nancy 

 
Nancy learned about cultural relativism, and next about privilege, two notions central to anthropology, both of 
which came to her when the discipline cooperated with her in moments of need. What she always thought she 
knew about cultural relativity was only book knowledge, something that did not begin to unpack its implications 
until she was finally faced with it. While a straight-forward aspect of anthropology, its importance to be grasped 
resulted in Nancy’s not being able to really grasp her field without it. This had to happen in a strong way for her 
to work through her own strong, though previously unknown, hesitations about it.  
 
To move forward with her research and studies themselves, she needed to understand one other central theory 
that, without it, would most likely continue to hold her back from fully experiencing anthropology.  
 

I was a very, very poor, one of six children, a family of 8 . . .  I went to my High School 
counsellor and she said, what do you want to do with your life?  And I said, well I want to get 
married and have babies, I saw it on TV. And she said, “Oh that’s just wonderful,” and she let me 
go. She never said, Oh you can do anything, you can do anything. So I was a High School drop 
out . . . so while [eventually] taking college classes I stayed quiet, very quiet.  I didn’t want 
anyone to know that I was really ignorant white trash. Sometimes that showed, and in one class, 
and this is an anthropology class, in one class a student, we were talking about race, and a student, 
she seemed very proud of herself and she said, “I was raised to be tolerant of other cultures and 
other people. I have always been very tolerant of black people.”  And my mouth was opened 
before I knew it, I really didn’t know, it was just out of my mouth before I could stop it and I said, 
“Tolerance is a luxury of privilege.” . . .  I said that, that’s quite wise isn’t it?  I said that and I said 
that out loud, and that was the moment that changed my PhD studies . . . Even I went, “Wow, that 
was smart” . . . I’m not stupid white trash, am I?  So that really changed my perception of myself 
entirely, my perception of myself as a PhD student that I belonged there, that I belonged there in 
fact . . . and that’s an anthropological concept!  The idea that we don’t know our own privilege. 
We study the under-privileged, but we don’t study our own privilege. Nancy 

 
Nancy believed she really did not belong in her studies, what with her poor childhood and negative educational 
experiences / expectations. Though she was indeed proceeding with her studies, though she did not understand 
the notion of privilege, and how her experiences were really so linked with its implications. She did not grow up 
in a privileged environment, and some of the implications of this experience held her back from moving forward 
with her discipline, as well as with her own personal studies. Experiencing an aha! moment where she suddenly 
became aware of her place in her course, along with the implications of why she never felt a part of it before and 
how power and positionality worked in human societies, resulted in her seeing both herself and her discipline in 
a new way, one that would not have happened without theories working on her to develop and grow. 
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The final example of theory acting to support doctoral learning along the way happened with Amanda, whose 
theoretical intercession and awakening occurred with actor-network theory itself. From a curiosity about the 
implications of things to an actant that influenced a change in her worldview when it was needed the most, the 
aha about the theory happened through experiencing it in a way that was most understandable at its own time.  
 

Having come from a very strong Carl Rogers, humanistic tradition to actually see the human 
beings as no more important than a machine was a bit of a challenge for me. I actually decided 
OK we’ll treat this is a curiosity. What if we were to treat the world like this, so I could engage 
with it with a curious type willingness to at least put on hold my prior beliefs about reality . . . I 
watched the film Amazing Grace and I suddenly had this acute awareness of how change 
happens—not just because of the people involved, but also by the manipulation of things. So 
somewhere in that film I had a moment when slave trading could be reduced, because if you had 
ships which weren’t allowed to sail with certain flags on them then they were open to piracy and 
that dramatically reduced the slave trade because they were no longer protected by flags. So that 
was one of the first times I had an awareness of how something seemingly inconsequential an 
object could actually result in such impact . . . so the manipulations of objects as well as people 
and things were quite pivotal and the use of the song Amazing Grace, all those things just kept 
trickling on and accumulating. It was like the strength of weak ties that just coalesced together to 
make something change and yes, you could identify a couple of famous people but that was 
nothing in comparison to the myriad beings that were needed to actually affect the change. So that 
was a pivotal moment, the first time I really had an appreciation of the complexity of change and 
almost the magicalness of how it managed to come together. Amanda 

 
Amanda had a nagging sense that there were other instruments of power commonly overlooked in human social 
experiences, something beyond some famous people doing things to cause all event in history. Complex 
experiences led her to look for something more, and in watching one of the few films she viewed during her 
studies, the significance hit her that non-human actors play a very important role in historical events. It was this 
theoretical experience that led her to shift her research direction and in many ways her worldview itself. How 
many people presumably saw the same film without having that reaction, yet she was of the time and place and 
moment that she needed theory to impose itself.  
 
That theories can participate in our networked lives in ways that move us, support us, and even mobilize us in 
action should not come as a surprise, especially when fundamental ones seem to be there when needed most 
during liminal struggles. Perhaps the networked effect of the power of theory and how its mobilisation toward 
real changes and reframing in the lives of some of the doctoral learners in this study speaks to ways that theory 
does not really have to be far away from practice. It is useful to recognize that people do not, nor can they, work 
or develop independently, without the force of external stimulation that theory brings as an actor in intellectual 
development. 
 
Implications / Next Steps 
Theory has been shown to have powerful effects on doctoral learners, especially when those same learners are in 
greatest need. The experiences in this research could have happened to any of the readers of this paper without 
any changes or aha! moments, though that would miss the contribution this work seeks to present. Human 
actions tend to have theoretical underpinnings, though they are not always well explored, thought through, or 
acknowledged as such. This work seeks to show that the aha! moments that can happen to doctoral learners, 
those who are becoming the experts and developers of new knowledge in their fields, have the ability to 
translate exactly what, for many of the learners, brought them into their disciplines in the first place.  
 
That theory can move adherents should not be surprising, as ideas and beliefs have long had the power to move 
people. What this research contributes is how the notion of translation, most notably through mobilization, can 
move doctoral learners through challenging liminal periods, while simultaneously deepening awareness and 
appreciation of the theories themselves in the process. It is easy to consider how we select and use theories in 
research, though an actor-network theory lens can allow us to see the opposite—how theory itself imposes on us 
new ways of thinking through experiences that have the potential to reshape our intellectual lives. Participants in 
this research experienced aha! moments as related to liminal periods where they were stuck, some more than 
others, but halted nevertheless in the learning and understanding that often accompanies discipline depth. 
Without taking an ANT approach, little could be said about the influence that theoretical ideas have on 
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postgraduates, yet these theories moved the learners along in their networked understanding of their disciplines 
and their relation to them.  
 
This study sought to present and discuss its findings in an accessible manner to a non-ANT scholarly audience, 
and it is recommended that other studies utilizing ANT approaches be conscious of the barriers to theoretical 
understanding that often accompanies this body of work. Additionally, it is hoped that ANT be used to analyze 
other aspects of higher education experience related to teaching and learning that may not at first seem fitting, 
though can not be readily explainable or understanding given any other strategy. Who knows how far ANT can 
seek to network and mobilize?  
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